State-of-the-art facilities, top notch faculty, and student financial support — these are the building blocks necessary to educate an Auburn Engineer.

**Building an Auburn Engineer**

**Jeney Zhang, Chemical Engineering Senior**
Already making a name for herself in biotechnology and nanoscale engineering with work on extended release therapeutics in contact lenses; scholarship recipient

**Home Away from Home:** Historic campus landmark Ross Hall; home to the Department of Chemical engineering; recently underwent a $13.5 M renovation to create a facility able to adapt to today’s fast-paced technological advances

**Mentor:** Assistant Professor Mark Byrne, grand prize winner Alabama Launchpad state-wide business competition; winner of 2007 AU Alumni Undergraduate Teaching award

Your support helps ensure that Auburn Engineering has the tools needed to unlock the potential of students such as Jeney. Help us build tomorrow’s engineers and shape the future.

Make your gift to the Samuel Ginn College of Engineering today.

Thank you for your support.